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WELCOME WHAT’S INSIDE 

 

www.aidha.org 
 

Community Newsletter — 
Jul -Sep2014 

Can it really be October already?  

If your last three months have been as busy and 
upbeat as Aidha’s,  then you will have had plenty to 
celebrate, as we did!   

In July, we celebrated our 8th birthday,  a momentous 
occasion for Aidha  considering the humble 
beginnings of our first class in then-President Sarah 
Mavrinac’s ’condo function room with 25 students!   

August saw the launch of an exciting new Leadership 
Development Programme for our extremely 
dedicated trainee team who help the Campus 
Managers run the campus every Sunday. This 
initiative is part of a larger Alumni Development 
Programme, to be launched in January 2015, in 
response to the feedback gathered from Alumni over 
the past few months. Pilot runs conducted in May/
June and September met with a very positive 
response. We are firming up the programme now so 
watch this space!   

In September, we were delighted to welcome a 
Thomson-Reuters as a new partner.  September also 
saw the very sweet bonus of Aidha making the news! 
As part of the global Impact Journalism Day 2014, 
forty newspapers in forty countries around the world 
highlighted organizations and people that are 
changing the world and that includes all of you, dear 
mentors, donors and supporters. Aidha was one of the 
three organizations selected in Singapore to be 
featured by The Straits  Times!   Check out our 
website for the article and video featuring our two 
inspiring student success stories.   

As much we welcomed new partners, our loyal long-
time friends continued to assist us too. We are truly 
grateful to committed supporters Barclays for their 
extremely generous grant in July. 

While our growing student numbers is a cause for 
celebration, it does also means we need more  
passionate and big-hearted volunteers and 
mentors, like yourselves. Please help us by 
spreading the word among your friends and 
colleagues about the truly rewarding experience of 
mentoring, or connecting us with your CSR 
departments.  

And the best news of all! The highlight of the Aidha 
year—the Annual Graduation Ceremony—is only 
weeks away! Mark the date in your diaries - Sunday 30 
November 2014. Tickets will be on sale soon both 
online and on campus, so hurry before they sell out!.      

 
Karen Fernandez 
Chief Executive Officer    
 

. 

Pg 2: Happy 8th birthday, Aidha! 

Pg 3: Annual Open House  

Pg 8: Alumni Leadership Training Programme 
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In the Spotlight  

Aidha celebrated its 8th birthday on 
19 July 2014 with a celebration at its 
brand new office on North Bridge 
Road. Over 48 well-wishers  
attended, including the Philippine 
Ambassador, His Excellency  
Antonio A. Morales, who  was our 
Guest of Honour. Other guests 
included  Board members, 
corporate donors,  partners, 
supporters, volunteers and Alumni.  
 
Two members of Aidha’s Board of 
Directors, who are Aidha’s co-
founders, Claudine Lim and 
Saleemah Ismail shared their 
insights into Aidha’s early days, 
when the first batch of 25 students 
attended ‘class’ in 2006 in the 
function room of then President 
Sarah Mavrinac’s condominium! 
The idea for a financial literacy 
course for foreign domestic workers 
(FDWs) was inspired by a 
Vietnamese war refugee who later 
became a successful business man. 
Aidha’s founding team also 
included Sarah Mavrinac, Melissa 
Aratani Kwee, Michael Ewing–
Chow and Fazlin Abdullah.   Since 
then, Aidha has provided financial 
literacy and entrepreneurship skills 
to over 2,678 foreign domestic 
workers. 
 
Four graduates shared their 
personal stories before and after 
Aidha, courageously narrating how 
they overcame a  lack of confidence 
and savings  before walking 

through Aidha’s doors. Today, they 
are successful women who have 
started their own businesses or 
made sustainable investments in 
the form of land or livestock in their 
home countries.  
 
These Alumni continue to support 
Aidha as volunteers every Sunday, 
helping the staff run the campus at 
UWC  (United World College).  “I 
want to share what I’ve learned and 
experienced” said Vilma Cabulisan, 
who graduated in 2007, when asked 
why she volunteers. Vilma is a 
member of the trainee team who 
helps Aidha’s Campus Managers 
ensure the busy campus runs 
smoothly and efficiently every 
Sunday. 
 
Long time mentor and volunteer, 
Ting Claravall, shared her personal 
motivation for continuing to serve 
at Aidha. “I’ve gained so much at 
Aidha as it has helped me develop 
my professional skills in presenting, 
coaching and leadership. But most 
of all, there’s just no substituting 
the ‘high’ I get after a productive 
day at Aidha and seeing our 
graduates go on to fulfil their 
dreams.” 
 
Angelo Roxas, of Barclays Bank, 
whom has been a key supporter and 
donor to Aidha, led the toast for 
Aidha’s continued success in the 
years ahead. 
 

A bigger celebration for the student 
and volunteer community was held  
a few weeks later at the Sunday 
campus on 10th August during the 
Open House.  

 
  There’s just no substituting the 

‘high’ I get after a productive day at 
Aidha and seeing our graduates go 

on to fulfil their dreams    
 

Ting Claravall, long-time mentor 
and volunteer. 

 

Going Great at 8!  
Aidha’s Birthday Celebrations 
by Ting Claravall and Ratri Maria  

ABOVE: Five Aidha graduates, Warih, 
Vilma, Yanthi, Emmy, and Diyah 
proudly sharing their personal stories at 
Aidha 8th birthday celebration.  

BELOW : Long-time mentors and vol-
unteers, Kate Vickery and Lisa Edmond-
son, celebrating with us!  
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In the Spotlight  

Aidha’s 3rd Annual Open House, 
held this year on 10 August, was a 
huge success! Over 200 domestic 
helpers, employers and community 
partners visited the UWC campus to  
sample the Aidha experience. A fun 
programme included workshops, a 
very popular Zumba session, a 
make-up demonstration with lots of 
fun freebies and, for the very first 
time,  a talent show.  
 
Staff, volunteers and students  also 
celebrated Aidha’s 8th anniversary 
with a cake-cutting ceremony led 
by the Philippine Ambassador, His 
Excellency Antonio Morales. 
 
The day began with Aidha 
graduate, Nilushika Silva, talking 
about her life before and after 
Aidha and the fact that that she is 
now the proud owner of  a tea 
importing business in Sri Lanka 
which her family is helping her 
manage. 
 
Afterwards, participants attended  
mini workshops at ‘stations’ set up 
throughout the hall. Topics 
included basic budgeting, group 
dynamics, developing self-esteem 
and craft-making. The sessions 
gave the ladies a  preview of Aidha 
and the kind of positive learning 
environment and community 
experience they could expect at the 
campus. 
 
The photo booth  proved extremely 
popular, with queues of ladies lining 
up to  try different props and poses! 
Visitors also paused to read the 
history photo wall highlighting  
Aidha milestones through the years 

- from its humble beginnings in 
2006 with just 25 students to last 
year’s enrolment of over 600 new 
students.  
 
It was sad to have to bid bon 
voyage to long-time mentors and 
volunteers, Leslie Swanson and 
Saskia Werther, both moving back  
home. CEO Karen Fernandez 
thanked them warmly for their 
many contributions to Aidha over 
the years and presented them both 
with special Aidha piggy banks and 
framed collages as momentoes of 
their time here.    
 
The grand finale was undoubtedly 
the student talent show. Five  
talented ladies showcased their 
singing and dancing prowess to a 
delighted  audience. Josephine 
Demon was awarded first prize for 
her beautiful and graceful 
traditional peacock dance. A lucky 
draw gave students  the chance to 
win prizes which included cooking 
lessons from Robyn Llewelyn. 
Rosemay Awid walked away with 
the grand prize of a laptop.  
 
Many thanks to all the volunteers 
who made the event such a big 
success and to our generous donors 
for their sponsorship: Candace 
Welch for the Aidha anniversary 
cake; Sodexo for catering our lunch; 
make-up artist Samina Malik; 
Zumba instructor, Kelly Petersen; 
Aidha volunteer mentors, Ting 
Claravall, Madonna Riley, Leslie 
Swanson and Catherine Wu; and 
the Philippine and Indonesian 
embassies for their support. 
 

Aidha Open House : Opening doors to a better future  
by Ting Claravall and Jackie Winstanley  

ABOVE: Long time mentor, Leslie 
Swanson , with participants of the 
Leadership Workshop.  

BELOW : An enthusiastic response 
to the workshops.   

The beautiful peacock dance 
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Corporate Partnerships 

One hundred and ten ‘climbers’ 
from Barclays raced up 28 floors of 
the Marina Bay Financial Centre 
(MBSF) Tower 2 for the Barclays 
Climbathon on 16 August. Members 
of the Aidha community, from 
students to staff and volunteers, 
were present to cheer on the 
climbers, who altogether helped 
raise $5,300 for Aidha. 
 
But the runners were not the only 
ones assembled bright and early at 
MBSF. Six Aidha students were also 
on hand to provide food and 
refreshments to the determined 
athletes and their families. The 
ladies were contestants in the 
Aidha ‘Master Chef’ Competition - a 
contest for the ‘best dish’ as voted 
by the Barclays ‘customers’. 
 
The contest aimed to showcase the 
students’ cooking and 
entrepreneurial acumen. Each 
contestant had to prepare 
vegetarian fare within a $100 
budget. Like all budding 
entrepreneurs, the ladies took the 
competition very seriously. One 

contestant claimed to have woken 
up at 2AM to prepare her signature 
vegetable pie. “My employer loves 
my pies, so I thought it would be a 
good idea to prepare a vegetarian 
version,” she said. 
 
“My employer suggested I prepare 
a mango and chocolate pudding,” 
said another Indonesian contestant. 
“It would be perfect to re-energise 
the climbers after 28 flights of 
stairs.” 
 
Climbers and their families and 
friends began tasting and voting  on 
the dishes after the race. They were 
asked to vote based on taste and 
presentation of the food. It proved 
to be a difficult task!   
 
The entries ranged from 
homemade Mexican wraps to 
stuffed rice with shredded coconut, 
and a mix of Western and fusion 
dishes. Each dish was distinct and 
delicious and presented so 
beautifully that voters found it 
difficult to pick just one winner. 
 

However, a winner did emerge.   
Aidha Alumni, Nur Aini’s Mexican 
wraps was awarded the ‘Best Dish’.  
“I didn’t expect to win,” she 
expressed. “All the other dishes 
were equally delicious. I hope the 
Barclays team enjoyed our food as 
much as we enjoyed being part of 
this event,” Aini generously 
enthused. 
 
CEO Karen Fernandez thanked the 
Barclays team for their support and 
for creating the opportunity for  
students  to test what they had 
learnt in their classes in a practical 
and fun way. “In true  
entrepreneurial spirit, the students 
were already thinking about the 
improvements they would make 
the next time, from the size of their 
pies, to the presentation, and tastes 
to suit the customer.  This trial run 
was exactly the kind of valuable 
feedback they needed. Our 
heartfelt thanks go to everyone at 
Barclays who gamely raced up the 
stairs in that hot and sticky airwell 
to support our students! We truly  
appreciate it.”   

Aidha ‘master chefs’ nourish Barclays climbers  
Cooking competition awards $100 to the best dish voted by race participants  
by Ting Claravall and Ratri Maria  

ABOVE: Our supporter, Angelo Roxas (middle) with Aidha ‘Master chefs’ team at the Barclays Climbathon event 
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Corporate Partnerships 

Aidha was excited to start a new 

partnership with Thomson 

Reuters! The  partnership kicked 

off on 10 Sept at the Thomson 

Reuters office with a 

presentation for employees. 

 

Tony Kinnear, Managing 

Director, Global Growth and 

Operations for ASEAN and 

Subarna Malakar,   Head of 

Sustainability and Inclusion for 

Asia-Pacific, highlighted the 

importance Thomson Reuters 

accords to diversity and 

volunteerism in the 

organisation’s culture.  

Employees of Thomson Reuters 

are given two days a year to 

dedicate to volunteering as part 

of the organisation’s CSR 

programme.  

 

CEO Karen Fernandez led the  

presentation, outlining Aidha ‘s 

vision, work and impact in the 

last eight years. The varied   

volunteer opportunities open to 

Thomson Reuters staff was 

explained by Development and 

Communications Manager, Ratri 

Maria.  

 

Alumni Dwi Lestari, a domestic 

helper from Indonesia, talked 

about her life before joining 

Aidha which included her 

struggles to manage her 

finances. But after graduating in 

2013, she now feels confident 

about having a more financially 

sustainable future. 

 

Dwi’s moving speech clearly 

made an impact as several 

members of the audience  

signed up as volunteers at the 

end of the presentation. 

Already more exciting initiatives 

are being planned with Thomson 

Reuters in the coming months so 

watch this space!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       
“Since I joined Aidha, I’ve been 

saving up for my dream 
business:  a Javanese food stall 
in Seminyak, Bali by 2015. With 
my cooking skills and working 

experience in Singapore, I have 
an edge because I feel I 

understand Western needs 
when it comes to food.  High 
quality local ingredients, a 

hygienic cooking process, and 
creating a n authentic feel to 
the restaurant  with Javanese 

design and furniture will create 
a good experience for my 

customers.” 
 

Excerpt from alumni,  
Dwi Lestari’s speech to  

Thomson Reuters employees  

A warm welcome to Thomson Reuters!  

By Ting Claravall and Ratri Maria  

ABOVE: Dwi Lestari (lextreme left) with her family during Hari Raya Celebrations 2013  
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Student Success Story 

Like many FDWs in Singapore, 

May Rhose Coronado, from 

Davao City, Philippines, dreamt 

of a life different from the one 

she is currently living. May 

originally wanted to teach 

underprivileged children but was 

encouraged by her parents to 

obtain a diploma in Hospitality 

instead.  She has six siblings and 

left her food and beverage 

trainer position in Davao City for 

greater possibilities in 

Singapore. She wanted to 

provide educational 

opportunities for her younger 

brother to improve his future 

employment options. 

 

May originally came to 

Singapore on a tourist visa with 

financial assistance from her 

sister. She had hoped to find a 

job in the F&B sector but, after 

two months, she was still 

unemployed. She was too 

embarrassed  to return home so  

she secretly decided to become 

a domestic helper despite the 

negative stereotypes her family 

associated with the position. 

Four unhappy years later, May 

had still not told her family 

about her FDW job and had lost 

all self-confidence. 

 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
I regained my sense of purpose 
and realised that my future is in 

my hands. My goal is to complete 
my Aidha courses and return to 

the Philippines to open my 
business in 2016 

 
May Rhose Coronado 

 

May researched courses for 

FDWs and decided to join Aidha. 

With the financial backing of her 

employer, May enrolled in 

December 2013 and started her 

M1 classes in April 2014. She 

finally had the courage to tell her 

parents about her real job as an 

FDW and convinced them that 

she would eventually return to 

the Philippines to open her own 

business. 

 

After discussions with her 

mother, May thinks she will start 

an event catering services 

company in Davao City, which 

would create employment 

opportunities for her relatives 

and the wider community. With 

her newly regained self-

confidence, May took part in the 

Aidha ‘MasterChef’ competition 

for Barclays in August 2014 in 

order to expand her catering 

experience. Of the MasterChef 

competition, May says, “The 

event allowed me to have good 

learning experiences such as 

managing a budget, and 

understanding customers. Next 

time, I will be more proactive so I 

can sell more products.”  

 

May is thrilled that she has her 

family’s support to open a 

business back home next year.  

 

    

Finding hope and confidence again  
Aidha student, May Coronado kept FDW job from family but grew braver after ‘Master 
Chef’ competition.  
by Jackie Winstanley  
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Our Mentor Star 

“On a Sunday afternoon in October 2010, I stepped 

into a buzzing school on Nassim Road to learn more 

about Aidha. Aidha was introduced to me by a 

professor at NTU after I told him I was looking for a 

place to volunteer. After one look at the website, I 

knew this was the organisation I was looking for: 

one which provides opportunities and skills to ladies 

who are motivated to build a sustainable future for 

themselves and their families. 

After an inspiring volunteer orientation, I started –

like many volunteers – by mentoring computer 

workshops. It was the Compass Club training and 

subsequent mentoring that really got me hooked. 

It’s hard to describe why mentoring is such an 

extraordinary experience. Of course, it is amazing 

to see the direct impact of your volunteering when 

you’re accompanying your students on a 9-18 

month journey – and to see students with growing 

self-confidence, better communication with their 

family and employers, who make investments in 

their home countries or start their business based 

on the lessons from your group sessions. 

But, while as a mentor I facilitated students in their 

learning, the students probably never realized how 

much I’ve learned from mentoring them. From 

answering difficult questions (“Maam, what is the 

difference between a vision and a dream?”), 

managing interesting group dynamics, inspiring 

discussions and learning from Aidha’s curriculum to 

all the other experiences that I’ve had at Aidha: 

conducting volunteer orientations, giving training  

to new mentors and being a buddy to new mentors 

– it has always been a fun and steep learning curve. 

EDITOR’S NOTE: Saskia Werther had been volunteering 

with Aidha since 2010 and was also previously a full-time staff 

member. She has been involved in numerous Aidha projects, 

including curriculum development and helped design the 

mentor training programme. She had come to be seen as an 

incredible source of advice and guidance to mentors, who 

sought her out on a range of mentoring–related issues.    

 

Saskia recently moved back to her home country, the 

Netherlands, where she is continuing her good work in a social 

impact and development firm that provides grants to social 

enterprises and NGOs in Europe and the Middle East. We are 

grateful for all her contributions and will miss her wisdom, her 

passion and good humour. Best wishes and see you again 

soon, Saskia! 

 
 
by Saskia Werther 

“ “ Let yourself be inspired by the students and go for the 
opportunities Aidha can offer you as a mentor, volun-

teer or donor. But don’t blame Aidha if you become 
hooked! 

 
Saskia Werther 
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Campus News  

On 31 August, Aidha’s Alumni trainee team arrived at 

the UWC campus bright and early, eagerly awaiting a 

day of training sessions that would enable them to serve 

students better and assist with the smooth running of 

the campus. Theses 20 trainees play a key role in helping 

the Campus Managers handle the many requests and 

queries received from students.  They are also the front-

line service providers to new students who come to 

register for the modules, employers who want to learn 

more, as well as all other visitors.     

 

The day began with Aidha’s CEO, Karen Fernandez, 

providing an overview of Aidha’s growth and plans for 

the forthcoming year. She unveiled an exciting new 

Alumni Leadership Development Programme which 

highlighted the roles and responsibilities of the trainees 

as ambassadors and role-models and the leadership 

opportunities specially developed for them in 2015.  

Trainees were also made aware of the need for 

confidentiality  and protecting personal data as well as 

some of the dos and don’ts when using social media 

channels like the ever-popular Facebook.  

 

A pot luck lunch featuring an enormous array of 

delicious Filipino and Indonesian food and desserts 

showcased  the culinary skills of the trainees!  

 

Afterwards, more sessions provided a blend of general 

and specialist skills training, in areas such as student 

support, operations, and payment and registration. As 

the trainee team are often the first point of contact for 

new students and visitors on campus, a series of role-

plays highlighting Aidha’s customer service standards 

were illustrated to the trainees in a fun and  informative 

way.   

 

With the Aidha Leadership Development Programme in 

place, trainees can look forward to gaining more 

professional skills and knowledge, which will  serve them 

well as the owners of their businesses one day. 

Aidha launches Leadership  
Development Programme for  Trainees  
by Rachel Villeger 
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Fundraising 

In July, Coutts pledged a generous donation to Community Foundation of Singapore (CFS) which disbursed 

the funds to selected charity partners, with Aidha being  fortunate to be one of them. The cheque 

presentation was held on 6 August at a chic cocktail event as part of the ‘Coutts in the Community’ Week.  

reception gave Coutts’ staff a chance to mingle with the adopted charities and learn more about 

volunteering opportunities with them. 

 

A new partnership with Coutts Bank  
by Ratri Maria 

Barclays Climbathon Cheque Presentation  
by Ratri Maria 
 

Our thanks again to the enthusiasm and generosity of Barclays’ climbers  and employees who donated 

$5,300 to Aidha from the  Climbathon and their internal bake sale. Aidha is grateful for these donations that 

will help us in our mission to empower domestic helpers to have sustainable futures through financial 

education. 
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The impact our mentors have made! 

We are pleased to report the Q2 Impact Assessment Report findings from April – June 2014 with input from 186 Aidha 

students . We are extremely grateful to our corporate partner, Kadence International, for so generously assisting us 

with the esearch. 

 

by Jackie Winstanley and Tia Sutresna 

 
 

Financial 
and  

Business  
Capability 

8 in 10 students  

 more savings as students advance through modules 

 saving more every month  

 using more ‘stable’ avenues of savings 

 have bought some form of productive investment back home  

 
 Confidence 

 Students are gaining 

 MORE CONFIDENCE  
as they progress through Aidha modules 

 
Financial control Computer usage 

Business Personal  
 

ICT  
Literacy 

NEARLY ALL students have access to ICT tools & internet 

Mobile phone with 

apps and internet 
access 

81% 
 

Computer/ laptop 

with internet  

Have access to 

employer’s home 
wifi 

Access internet 

from personal 
handphone 

38% 
 

74% 
 

48% 
 

 
 
Social  
Capital 7 in 10 students are  SHARING LEARNINGS 

Family back home 
72% 
 

Close group of friends & relatives in 

Singapore  

Employer’s family 
 

Friends from Aidha 
 

69% 
 

60% 
 

36% 

 

Friends back home 
 

27% 
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HR Initiatives 

Current Volunteer Roles 
      

Volunteer Web Developer   
 Experience & knowledge in programming — 

WordPress 

 have a solid understanding of web application 
development processes, from the layout/user 
interface to create and code web pages, using both 
non-technical and technical skills 

 

Graduation Volunteers (weekday):  
If you have spare time in October and November, to 
work on our biggest annual event. It includes preparing 
certificates for the students, coordinating F&B 
arrangements for the day, looking after transport, and 
many such other simple yet important to the event's 
success tasks. 
 

Enjoyed this issue?  Any feedback  for 
us ?  
Please send us any questions, opinions or  suggestions to:  
communications@aidha.org 

The Aidha Editorial Team  
Ting Claravall 
Jackie Winstanley 
Judith Garcia 
Laura Dobberstein 
Ratri Maria 

 
Aidha 
734, North Bridge Road, #02-01, Singapore 198702.  

Tel 6341 5287  

www. aidha.org 

Mentor Evening at Fika Cafe 

 
At  the recent A-listers evening, over 45 volunteers and mentors 
mingled at the cool, very Swedish Fika Café on Beach Road and 
savoured the delicious spread of nibbles owner Tasneem Noor had so 
generously sponsored. CEO Karen Fernandez gave everyone an 
overview of Aidha’s strategic goals and direction for the year. Following 
this, Emmie Khoo, of global research company Kadence International, 
outlined the very positive results of Q2 of the Impact Study that 
Kadence have been very kindly assisting Aidha with (please see page 
10). The results are a testament to the commitment and work of the 
many mentors and volunteers who selflessly share their precious 
Sundays with our students. You are truly making a difference in the lives 
of so many! 

ABOVE: from left to right— mentor Prerana, Laura,         
Ng Yang Ce, Renuka    

ABOVE: from left to right— mentor Martina, Kate,         
Animesh, Fariha    

ABOVE: Emmie Khoo from 
Kadence International  


